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Pac man ghostly adventures characters
For the video game, see Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures (video game). Animated television series Pac-Man and the Ghostly AdventuresPromotional concept art featuring Pac-Man, Spiral, and CylindriaGenreActionAdventureScience fantasyComedyAnimationSuperheroBased onPac-Manby Tōru IwataniDeveloped byTom RueggerPaul RuggAvi AradScri byTom RueggerPaul
RuggKen PontacSean Catherine DerekGlenn LeopoldDennis HaleyMarcy BrownJymn MagonDirected byMotonori SakakibaraVoices by Erin MathewsSam VincentAndrea LibmanAshleigh BallIan James CorlettBrian DrummondLee TockarMatt HillWilliam music composer William Kevin AndersonAvi AradAradAprimaPac is BackCompositoriTetsuya TakahashiNaoyuki HorikoShogo
OhnishiReiji KitazatoMasafumi OkuboKuniyuki MorohashiConnational of OriginJapanCanadaOriginal LanguagesEnglishJapaneseNo. of seasons3[1]No. episodes52 (episode list)Executive ProducersAvi AradRick UngarShukuo IshikawaShin UnozawaJunichi YanagiharaKen IyadomiProducerAlexandra BlandSuppling 22 minutesProduction production productions41
EntertainmentArad Animation Inc.Bandai Namco GamesOLM DigitalSprite Animation StudiosDistributor41 Entertainment (International)Bandai Namco Games (Japan)L.A. ReleaseOriginal networkDisney XD (United States) Disney XD (Canada)[2]Tokyo MX (Japan)[3]Image FormatNTSC Audio FormatDolby Digital 5.1Before Shown in the United States (Seasons 1-2)Japan
(Season 3)Original Version15 June 2013 (2013-06-15)[4] –29 May , 2015 (2015-05-29)ChronologyPreceded byPac-ManExternal linksWebsiteSiteWebProduction Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures website, also known as Pac-World (, Pakkuwārudo), is a children's television series with the classic namco pac-man character. It is produced by 41 Entertainment, Arad Productions
and Bandai Namco Entertainment for Tokyo MX (stereo version), BS11 (stereo version) and Disney XD (bilingual version). The series premiered on June 15, 2013 on Disney XD and premiered on July 1, 2017, on KidsClick in the United States, March 17, 2014, on Family Chrgd (as Disney XD) in Canada and premiered on April 5, 2014 on Tokyo MX and BS11 in Japan, and is
produced by Avi Arad. It premiered on Disney XD UK on January 11, 2014. On October 5, 2015, the series premiered on Discovery Kids in Latin America (except Brazil, which aired on Gloob instead). The show also premiered on Discovery Family on November 16, 2019. A video game based on the series was released on October 29, 2013 for PCs and consoles and November
29, 2013 for the Nintendo 3DS. [9] Plot The series takes place on and around the planet Pac-World and its Nether-World, where time passes at an Earth-like rate of 24 hours a day and 365 days a year, also having a week of Days. [10] Pac-Man[11] and his best friends[12] Spiral and Cylindria attend the Maze School, a school located within the city of Pacopolis. [13] They help
protect citizens from the threat of ghosts after the seal that locked up the Underworld was accidentally opened by Pac at the time he was avoiding the Bully of skeebo school. Ghosts are able to possess pac-worlder bodies even if only for a time limit of a few minutes unless they are aided by Dr. Buttocks' technology. Victims of possession are usually evident from a red-eyed glow,
although even this can be prevented with Buttocks technology. Pac-Man also has four friendly ghosts (Blinky, Pinky, Inky, and Clyde) who surrender and vowed to help him on his journey (in exchange for returning to the living world). Pac-Man vows to stop Betrayus and the ghosts (or any other villain) from taking control of Pac-World while searching for his long-lost parents. He
has the unique ability to eat ghosts and destroy the ectoplasm that makes up most of their bodies. Only their eyeballs survive, spitting out. They reform their bodies using a regeneration chamber. [12] Ghosts continually attack the city to locate the Repository, a storage room for body bodies of ghosts that would allow them to live again if they owned them. [16] It is kept hidden to
deny them this freedom and only President Spheros and Pac-Man are aware of his position. Ghosts also attack the Tree of Life to prevent Pac-Man from gaining powers to fight them. Without the power berries, Pac-Man is unable to fly or breathe in the Underworld. Characters Main Pac-Man,[17] nickname Pac, (voiced by Erin Mathews[18]) is the main character of the series. He
is described by some as the last of the yellow Pac-People on Pac-World. Pac-Man's father, Zac, helped in the war against Commander Betrayus. Pac is a teenager between 3'5-4'0 in height[20] who has just discovered that it is his destiny to defeat the Ghosts and send Betrayal back to the Netherlands permanently. He feels only because he is the only yellow in Pac-World and he
misses his parents very badly and is determined to find them, no matter what, but sometimes he gets carried away too much when he does so as this would lead him to bigger problems or usually leave him less time with his friends. He's full of guilt because he unleashed the ghost by accident. However, the president and his friends tell pac to overcome his guilt and protect PacWorld from evil. It can eat ghosts just like the legendary Yellow Ones did in ancient times and also has a giant appetite that can sometimes lead to problems since it can eat anything, even things that are not food. With the power of berries (which are similar to Pellets) from the Tree of Life, gets useful skills such as resisting the Netherworld environment with the Power Berry, being
able to fly by eating the Flying Berry, breathing ice with minty ice berries, breathing fire with minty fiery fiery becomes cybernetic with a drill and magnet by eating Titanium Berry, gains a chameleon-like body by eating Chameleon Berry, etc. Pac-Man is also the strongest and fastest PAC alive. With the help of his friends, Sir Cumference and the Ghost Gang (Blinky, Pinky, Inky
and Clyde), he is ready for action. Pac vows to stop Betrayus and the ghosts. Pac-Man had a temporary truce with Betrayus as when it came to Ghosteroid, pointy heads, and when ghosts lost. Cylindria (voiced by Andrea Libman[18]) is a pink Pac-Girl with glasses over 3'5 high, over 4'0 including hair. She's a teenager celebrating her birthday in season two. He is tomboy and the
brains of the team, often helping his friends Pac and Spiral. He also has trouble trusting ghosts. [quote required] Pinky, Who has a crush on Pac, sees her as a rival, thinking Cyli also has a crush on him, although she gets very annoyed or shows that she is jealous almost every time Pinky openly flirts with Pac,[22][23] another time Cyli said pac was cute after eating a power berry
that made him smart and changed his mannerisms[24] he even told Pac that he loves him at the same time. Pinky Pinky's time teases her nickname, calling her stupid instead. Spiralton is a great red teenager[19] Pac-Boy more than 4'5 (and over 5'0 including hair[20]) and Pac's best friend and roommate who is nicknamed Spiral. He and Pac share similar crazy personalities.
Spiral loves to blow things up and is interested in pac-world history. He and Inky have the same brain-observant trait, but Spiral isn't that serious. He refers to Pac as Pacster. The Ghost Gang is a group of four ghosts from the original arcade game. Although they live in the Underworld and are ruled by Lord Betrayus, they pretend to be stupid and useless to Betray as they are
actually good-natured spirits and secretly help Pac-Man in the hope that they can be redeemed enough to live again. Blinky (voiced by Ian James Corlett) is a red ghost and the youngest of the Ghost Gang Family. He is the default leader of the group, which differs greatly from his frightened cat counterpart of the 1980s. Also, it's cunning and you can't always be trusted. He might
act, but he cares deeply about his friends, but his one, however, could only help the Pacs because he likes to stay on the winning team. In the episode The Pac Be with You , it is revealed that he is a master of Pac-Fu and presumably fought Master Goo along with other pac-fu masters during the Ghost Wars. Pac doubles his World of Odd counterpart who resembles Cowardly
Lion as Uncle Ghost. Inky (voiced by Lee Tockar) is a blue ghost and second oldest of the Ghost Gang Family. He and Blinky are close friends, though they sometimes fight. Although it is the smartest and most of the four, is easily distracted and lacks concentration most of the time, with Blinky saying Inky can get lost in a thought. He has a habit of snorting when he laughs
sometimes and can multiply. Although he helps the Ghost Gang undermine Betrayus' schemes, he has different from Pinky in prioritizing Pac's interests over his own. Pac doubles down with his World of Odd counterpart who resembles Tin Woodman as Papa Ghost. Pinky (Ashleigh Ball)[18] is a pink ghost, the only female and second youngest of the Ghost Gang Family. She is
described as a bad person, but not quite a bad person[30] She has a crush on Pac-Man (as in Pac-Man World 2) and is aggressive towards her. She has a rivalry with Cylindria because they're off on the wrong foot and she thinks Cyli might as well have a crush on Pac-Man and doesn't know they're just friends even though Cyli is able to hide hers better. Despite the gang's fear of
Betrayus, Pinky is often the only gang member who is willing to do anything to help Pac in the riskier situations. She is also the first to team up with Pac even when the odds are more in Betrayus' favor. In the episode Stand By Your Pac-Man he revealed that he may turn into a pink cyclops ghost and took this form in three more episodes of the second season. The little finger can
sometimes be scattered and naïve. He often argues with his brothers, but still loves them. He expressed a desire to get his original body from the repository, but prioritizes Pac-Man's interests. Pac doubles his World of Odd counterpart who resembles Dorothy Gale as Mama Ghost. Clyde (voiced by Brian Drummond) is an orange ghost, the largest and oldest in the family. He is
the most caring member of the group, and although he often looks like a ditz ditz dioca, he often presents himself with pearls of great wisdom. Clyde has a soft side to soft and sweet things like Fuzbitz. Blinky gets annoyed with this. Clyde and Pac-Man also share the same characteristics when it comes to eating. Clyde is the ghost gang peacemaker as well as the moral compass
in helping Pac and his friends, even if he's not above the rattling heads together when needed as Inky and Blinky discovered. She can also speak nine languages, including the monster, and can split into two halves just for fun or whenever she's unhappy. Pac doubles his World of Odd counterpart who resembles Scarecrows as Baby Ghost. In addition to Blinky, he differs totally
from his counterpart in his Hanna-Barbera series, where he is the leader of the group and the most intelligent member, being second only to the evil ghost leader Mezmeron. His middle name is Filbert. Betrayus, full name Lord Betrayus Sneakerus Spheros,[34] is the Lord Ghosts and the Netherlands. He was always the younger brother of President Spheros and son of Rotunda.
Rotunda. he really hates his older brother. When he was commander, Betrayus once led a massive revolt against Pac-World in a plot to take control of Pac-World (later called Pac-war 1). During this revolt and despite the fact that the Ghosts served him and the fact that he was well armed, he was defeated. As punishment for his crimes, he was unusually stripped of his body
shape (his body) and then banned in the Netherlands. Since then, he has waited and plotted for the day he can earn steal the Tree of Life and get the Repository so he can regain his corporal form. He is the most powerful fire ghost with his fiery claw hands. Unlike other ghosts, he is white with red eyes. Betrayus gets all his Ghosts and Monsters of the Underworld to do all the
hard work while watching the action from his TV (the channels provided by slug-cam). He promised to defeat Pac as he plotted to steal the Power Berries and proved to make a temporary truce with Pac-Man when it came to the threat of the Ghosteroid, the menace of the Point Heads, and every time his ghosts disappear. Pac-Worlders President Stratos Spheros (sam vincent)[18]
is the President of Pac-World, son of Rotunda, and older brother of Betrayus. He's over 4'5 tall. He wants Pac-Man and his friends to behave and stop his evil brother. He is easily annoyed by his safety and staff constantly messed up and jumping on him for protection. He is a good friend of Pac-Man's parents and also hates his younger brother. Sir Cumference (voiced by Ian
James Corlett) is a goofy scientist who has personally met Pac's father and mother. He's over 4'5 tall. Sir Cumference has crazy inventions that have helped Pac-Man and his friends at times. Sir C is responsible for the deposit and knows the Tree of Life. He has a rivalry with Dr. Buttocks and is also a friend of Pac's parents. He's also a detective. Skeebo (voiced by Matt Hill[18]) is
a pompous, silly blue athlete and school bully who often teases Pac-Man for fun. He was Cylindria's fixed boyfriend until he was too scared to save her from a Cyclops Spectre and chose to break up with her when Spiral confronted him for his cowardice. Pac ends up saving Cyli, and Skeebo is often jealous of Pac saving the day. He hates the yellow color, but ironically he's blond.
He was once taken off his mouth. What he lacks in people's abilities, he does so with a very beautiful tenor singing voice that causes Pac-People to start crying in sadness and attracts all kinds of birds, he is always afraid of the ghost, especially The Ghost Gang. Spheria Suprema (ashleigh ball) is a Pac-Person. who seems to be Pac-Man's aunt. She is the Pac-Pong champion
where she once defeated Betrayus some time before she led her revolt against Pac-World and is admired by Cyli. It has a called Uggles. Ms. Globular (Erin Mathews)[18] is one of Pac-Man's teachers. He has a Pac-Dog named Foofie. Mr. Strictler (voiced by Mark Oliver) is a blue teacher and figure of authority with a stubborn personality who appears only in Driver's Pac. He's
Sherry's father. Mr. Strictler would often fail the least worthy of his students with his daughter who is one of them. When it came to Pac-Man, Mr. Strictler began writing violations of Pac-Man's leadership to the point where he was unknowably dragged on Pac-Man's mission to the Netherlands to prevent Dr. Buttocks from using a drill to bring Pacopolis to the Netherlands. Later,
Spheria eventually forced him to be kind and reasonable. Even if he doesn't give Pac a license, Mr. Strictler allows him to take the test again. He also made cameo appearances in Cave Pac-Man, Cosmic Contest and Santa Pac. Mr. Dome (voiced by Lee Tockar) is the gym teacher who taught Pac-Man and some students to be athletic in Phys Ed. O'Drool is the Secretary of
Security who first appeared in Betrayus Turns Up the Heat. He is quite naughty and blames Sir C for the cause of the heat that was actually done by Dr Buttocks. After Dr. Buttocks' plot was foiled by Pac-Man, O'Drool was fired by President Spheros for his arrogance and taken away by security. He later made cameo appearances in Invasion of the Pointy Heads and several other
episodes of the second season. Kingpin Obtuse (lee Tockar) is a dark green crime lord of Pac-World's criminal underworld. He is paid by Lord Betrayus where he tricked Skeebo into stealing Pac-Man's SuperPower Berries. In Peace Without Slime and The Ghost Behind the Throne, he is once again assigned by Betrayus as pacopolis puppet governor as their attempt to take
control of Pac-World as a result. Rotunda (voiced by Tabitha St. Germain) is an Elder happy to trigger that she is the mother of both Stratos and Betrayus. Rotunda idolizes Pac-Man and decides to become his grandmother, much to the dismay of his two sons. Betrayus possessed it and used his body to be discovered and the President hypnotized in a crazy kindergarten that
would work in his attempt to get the deposit with the original body. This backfires when they have taken the wrong direction towards the repository area from the Disillusioned Stratos. When Rotunda returns to herself, she rigorously sends Betrayus to her current home in the Netherlands. Betrayus ends up doing what his mother says. Rotunda also made a cameo appearance in
Cosmic Contest. Zac is Pac's father. He was a skilled war agent. During betrayus' revolt, he died and is presumed to have died along with his wife Sunny, who led Pac to orphan (as the public thought). But later Pac (who is known as Pacopolis' protector Pac-Man) beat Apex twice, the evil evil pointed head he reveals that he has met Zac and is still alive with his wife on the pointy
planet. Some Pac-Worlders think he died during the uprising, but Pac-Man and his friends (including Sir C) know he is still alive. Sunny is Pac's mother. During betrayus' revolt, she disappeared and was presumed dead along with her husband, which led pac to be orphaned (like public thought). She appears in the episode Pac to the Future and also Happy Holidays and a Merry
Berry Day with her husband. The Pacinator (voiced by Ian James Corlett as Luis Fonsi)[37] is a Pac-Person villain who was responsible for freezing and killing most of the yellow ones. He made his first appearance on Stand By Your Pac-Man as well as making a cameo appearance in Shadow of the Were-Pac as a guest of the party. Pac-Man gets personal with him because of
what he did with the other Yellows. The Pacinator was hired to do so by a villain he considered more dangerous than Betrayus. It was assumed that he had been hired by Apex. Do-Ug (Gabe Khouth) is a Neander-Pac boy who first appeared in Cave Pac-Man. One of Dr. Buttocks' plots ended up thawing Do-Ug from the ice in which he was frozen. He has a crush on Cylindria and
turns out to be an orphan. Due to Spiral's idiotic and careless antics, Do-Ug was hunted down by several scientists. Luckily Pac and his friends managed to get him back to his home and the timeline where the Pac-a-Chini was stolen. When they found the tribe's village, they tried to ask Do-ug to bring him back. However, Do-ug admits to being just a simple cave boy with no role in
the tribe as such that he is unable to do anything. After Pac-Man fought a pack of Pacasaurs using his fire berry, the tribe decided to give the trio the Pac-a-Chini. Before leaving, Pac-Man gives Do-ug the gift of fire and declares him the Guardian of the Flame, thus giving Do-ug a role within the tribe and becoming the first Neander-Pac to wield fire. The group then bid farewell to
Do-ug before returning to their time. He also made appearances in cameo costumes in The Shadow of Were-Pac. Danny Vaincori (voiced by Kyle Rideout) is a director who first appeared in Pac-Mania. He plans to create a TV show about Pac and his friends using lookalikes of them, but he goes too far and made Pac and his friends look silly and later gets annoyed when Pac
accidentally spoils his movie sets when he mistakes a cyclops ghost prop for a real cyclops ghost. He was later possessed as part of Betrayus' plan to use his tv show as a cover to sneak into Pac-World and steal the Tree of Life using costumes and props such as disguises (not to mention Pac's lookalikes and his friends). Elliptika Elli (Kazumi Evans) is a light pink Pac-Worlder
who visits Pacopolis from PacTokyo. You are the niece of President Spheros and Betrayus and Rotonda's niece who makes debut in New Girl in Town. In the same episode, he said he remembers Pac's parents and where he might be able to find them. Elli and Pac share a mutual relationship, which almost existed when it was owned by Mavis and Pinky. Moondog is a blackhaired Lavender Pac-Worlder who is Cylindria's father. He is a hippie and gypsy who owns the family bus as the current home for them. Starchild is a blonde Pac-Worlder who is Cylindria's mother. Like her husband Moondog, she is a hippie and gypsy, and still lives on the family bus after her husband gave the family tree house to a horde of squirrels. Granny (voiced by Tabitha
St. Germain) is a healthy elderly pink pac-worlder who is Starchild's mother and Cylindria's grandmother. Like Cylindria's parents, he is a hippie and gypsy, and still lives on his son-in-law's family bus. She's usually seen with a family album, but it's entirely possible that she's a little unaware that she's embarrassed her granddaughter in front of Pac-Man and Spiral. Santa Pac
(voiced by Richard Newman) is Pac-World's version of Santa Claus who has expert magical and combat skills and first appears in Santa Pac. Betrayus kidnaps him to prevent Berry Day from coming, but this attempt fails. Pac-Man later saves him and restores the vacation. Ghosts Butt-ler (Brian Drummond) is betrayus' servant and butler. He is a purple Spirit with a head in the
shape of a who wears a bowler hat and speaks with a British accent. During the PAC War, he was known as Corporal Heineyhead and worked as a spy for Betrayus. He hates his twin brother, Dr. Buttocks, even when his master likes him. Dr. A.H. Buttocks is netherworld's greatest mad scientist and twin brother of Butt-ler who also has a head shaped like, but is blue, has a
cybernetic right hand, wears glasses, and speaks with a German accent. He specializes in experimenting with monsters in the hope of achieving pac-world domination. He sometimes suspects that the Ghost Gang works with Pac-Man, but has had no luck convincing Betrayus of this as he usually blames him or his brother for his failures and sometimes tortures him for fun. He
wants all the workers to get in the way. He sometimes hates his twin brother and has a rivalry with Sir Cumference.He was at the top of the class at Pac World U. Glooky is a Green Spectre with a strabism in his left eye. He's a friend of Blinky's. Mavis is a ghost orange female. Specter (voiced by Brendan Ryan Barrett) is a ghost spy who works for Betrayus ordered to get the
repository and is much stronger and smarter than the other ghosts since he was the first to ever be eaten by Pac. He easily distinguishes Pac by owning Uggles and other Pac, including his friends Spiral and Cylindria. It turned out to be a traitor and and to rule both Pac-World and netherworld, but were exposed as outlaw liars and traitors thanks to a trick done by Pac-Man,
Cylindria, Spiral, ghost gang (who used a snail named Larry), and a silent partner in Dr. Buttocks (who built the fake repository). Betrayus ends up having Specter placed in the deepest bowels of the Netherlands. She made a surprising appearance in New Girl in Town as host for a contest. It may be possible that he is doing so both as a service to the community and as
punishment for his attempt to govern Pac-World and the Netherlands. His third appearance was in Santa Pac where he tried to cheer betrayus, but failed. Fred is a white ghost that was used as a flag due to a lack of white clothing. Master Goo (voiced by Vincent Tong) is a calm but conceited Ninja Ghost who is a Master of Pac-Fu (the Pac-World version of kung fu). During
betrayus ' deadly revolt, he discovers the dark side of Pac-Fu but is defeated by the Good Pac-Fu Masters. Years later, he became a martial arts coach for the Phantom Forces of Betrayus. He seems to be even stronger than Specter. With Blinky's help, Pac-Man was able to use pac-fu abilities and learned to defeat Master Goo after they failed to defeat him during their first
encounter. Captain Banshee is a ghost pirate who first appears in Cap'n Banshee and his Interstellar Buccaneers. It does not seem to live in the Netherlands and always navigates the sky and space. It has a small green Pac-Dragon that behaves like a parrot. Cyclops Ghosts (voiced by Lee Tockar) are heavy ghosts with one eye and three horns. These ghosts are a bit like thugs.
Ogle (voiced by Brian Drummond) is a Cyclops Ghost who works as a chef in his restaurant. He cooked food for his friends, the Ghost Gang, Betrayus, Butt-ler and Dr. In No Body Knows, it is revealed that Ogle was a Pac Person. Fire Ghosts are orange ghosts that can fire from their bodies. Pac-Man can only eat them if he has ice powers. Ice Ghosts are blue ghosts that can
emit ice from their bodies. They first appeared on A Berry Scary Night. Tentacle Ghosts (voiced by Lee Tockar) are 4-eyed black-purple ghosts that look like octopus-like. Guardian Ghosts are great ghosts that protect the Netherlands. They appear to wear metal masks, have glowing blue eyes and usually carry a stick. Aqua Ghosts are blue ghosts with fins on their heads. They
first appeared in the episode Heebo-Skeebo. Drill-bit spectra are spectra that have spikes on their heads. They're always scared. The Alien Ghosts are Ghosts who live on the Ghosteroid. Ghosteroid is an asteroid ghost that Dr. once brought near Pac-World. Betrayus sent the Ghost Gang to help Pac-Man get rid of him. Others later appeared in Cosmic Contest and Cap'n
Banshee and his Interstellar Buccaneers. Ghost sharks are are sharks residing in the waters of PacLantis and guarding the Youth Berry. They first appear in PacLantis where a Ghost Shark eats the Bacca of Youth and is revived as Pac-Fish after fighting Pac and his friends, the Ghost Gang, and Betrayus, Butt-ler, and Buttocks. Other Ghost Sharks also appeared in Cosmic
Contest and Cap'n Banshee and his Interstellar Buccaneers. Ghosts viruses are digital ghosts that have the power to infect or control electronic devices and can travel through computer networks. Pointy Heads Apex (voiced by Colin Murdock) is a strange evil mystery lord who uses a ruse to make peace at Pac-World so he can take control of it and may have hired the Pacinator
to help him. He's in the habit of joking. During his ruse, he demonstrated skills that outdid Pac-Man. When Apex's motives are revealed, Pac-Man ends up fighting Apex and defeats him with his bad singing. Before retiring from Pac-World, Apex jokes that he is Pac-Man's father, Zac, and reveals that he met him at some point, but will not say how. In Invasion of the Pointy Heads,
Apex returns and reaches an agreement with Betrayus to take control of Pac-World. He eventually turned against Betrayus in order to promote his goals and revealed that he was using him all this time. Apex and his fleet were repulsed when Betrayus and his Ghosts allowed themselves to be eaten by Pac-Man as the pointy heads could not stand erupting eyeballs. Before Apex
joins the retreat, he suggests having Pac-Man's parents on his planet. In cosmic contest, he and Tip participate in a contest against Pac-Man, Spiral, Betrayus, and Buttocks. Professor Pointybrains (voiced by Brian Drummond) is a scientist assisting Apex and appears to be as intelligent as Sir Cumference and Dr. Buttocks. Tip (voiced by Gabe Khouth) is a strong minion who first
appeared in Cosmic Contest. He became both pac-man's friend and rival during the race. Robots Grinder is a sir Cumference laboratory assistant made for himself. Sometimes, he and Sir Cumference hate each other and are usually annoyed by Fuzbitz. Grindette is Grinder's wife who first appeared in Grinder's Bride. After Grinder's failed attempt to do so, Buttocks controlled it
with a mind control chip in order to have his search for the repository and tree of life, but was able to overcome it and remove the chip. Later, she and Grinder became a couple. Grinder-Tron is a giant robot produced by Dr. Buttocks that resembles an evil version of Grinder. He is the first boss of the video game Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures 2. Mega-Grinder is a giant robot
built Pac-Man (under the influence of a brain berry) who resembles Grinder. It is used to fight Grinder-Tron. Computer Bug is a small antivirus bug that helps Pac-Man rid computer systems of evil virus ghosts. Pac-Topus is a giant giant octopus that appears only in Ride the Wild Pac-Topus. It was originally a ride in the amusement park until he was brought to life by Dr. Buttocks'
mind control chip, but it proves uncontrollable. He is the second boss of Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures 2, having somehow come back to life and fled to Paclantis. Cyber-Mouse is a giant mouse-like digital creature that Pac-Man, Pinky, and Clyde encounter in the computer network. Cyber-Fluffy is a digital vision of Fluffy that Pac-Man, Pinky, and Clyde encounter in the
computer network after defeating the Cyber-Mouse. Other Madame Ghoulasha (kathleen barr) is a sorcery in the Netherlands who first appeared in Jinxed. He has a crush on Betrayus and offered to put a jinx on Pac-Man in exchange for his marriage to her, but he refused and Buttocks would act as his groom. He also made cameo appearances in Shadow of the Were-Pac and
Pac's Very Scary Halloween. Count Pacula (Samuel Vincent) is an evil vam-pac from the Netherlands with an appearance reminiscent of a Pac Person. Count Pacula can only be summoned when two moons turn blue every 100 Halloween. He first appears in A Berry Scary Night where he tries to hypnotize the Pac-Worlders in finding Pac-Man under Betrayus' orders, but also
begins to hypnotize some of the ghosts as he is nowhere to be found. Count Pacula has a soft spot for the Garlic Berry. In Pac's Very Scary Halloween, he's Dr. Pacenstein's neighbor but he doesn't like being near him. He later helps Cyli and Spiral restore Pac's brain to his body after Dr. Pacenstein transfers his brain into it. Pac's and Pac's brains were briefly transferred and they
later turned back. Like the version that was seen in the 1980s pac-man cartoon, Count Pacula is a parody of Count Dracula. Jean (voiced by Nicole Oliver) is a vile genius who first appeared in Meanie Genie. Dr. Buttocks found her bottle and tricked Pac-Man into finding and releasing it. After granting Pac-Man three wishes that end up putting ghosts on Pac-World but that they are
allowed to return to the Underworld, he traps Pac-Man in his bottle shortly before she and the ghosts proceed to cause chaos. After Sir Cumference frees Pac-Man, he fights Jean using a Magician Berry and traps her in his bottle (as well as undoing what he did to the city and sending the ghosts back to the Netherlands). Pac-Man and Sir Cumference then place Jean's bottle in a
rocket and launch it into space. Uninnownst to Pac-Man and Sir Cumference, the rocket containing Jean's bottle is found by a Pointy Head spaceship. The Lords of the Outer Regions are a group of strange and unknown beings they take the form of an explosion of light and first appear in cosmic contest. They were frustrated and annoyed with the Pac-People, Ghosts, and Pointy
Heads fighting each other and and and decide to fix things by having two of each race against each other where the winners can stay, but the other two teams will be banished into a world of nothing that will be far from their worlds. Since the race ended in a tie, no one is banned by the Overlords. Before leaving, the Overlords warned them that if they cause a ruckus again they
will annihilate them all, but they will leave without helping anyone return to their homes. Before the start of the race, the Overlords quietly said that if Pac-Man had reached his full potential, he could challenge them too. Mooby is an ancient giant flying cow pac-cow that lives in the sky at Pac-World. The Easter Pac-Peep (voiced by Ashleigh Ball) is a humanoid marshmallow
chicken made of marshmallows and the owner of Easter Egg Island that first appears on Easter Egg Island. She became hostile and in a bad mood because of Betrayus' past pranks and kidnapped her ghosts. Pac-Man and his friends helped Betrayus save them and talk about common sense in chicken, turning his kind and kind-hearted again by showing Cylindria's family album
with a photo of Cylindria and her family holding an Easter basket. It is a parody of the Easter Bunny, although the only difference is that it is a wool instead of a rabbit. Dentures of Doom (voiced by Paul Dobson) is a set of living prostheses originally owned by an ancient mummy wizard who accidentally gives it life and turns it into evil. As a result, he was locked up because of his
dangerous power. Many years later Pac-Man and his friends find him and he owns Pac-Man and Buttocks in order to return to their owner. But before he can, Pac-Man and Grinder get bleed and return them to normal. Mummy Wizard (voiced by Paul Dobson) is a strange, mummy-looking humanoid wizard. After bringing his prostheses to life and turning them into villains, he was
separated from them. Many years later, he and his prosthetics try to reunite, but Pac-Man and Grinder interfere and transform them to normal before returning them, which led to the wizard becoming a good magician. He made cameo appearances on Pac's Very Scary Halloween. Round Deer are flying reindeer that pull the Santa Pac sled and have special combat skills.
Rounddolf is the leading round deer with a glowing nose. It's a parody of Rudolph, the red-nosed reindeer. Dr. Pacenstein is the talking brain in the glass and lives in the Castle of Transylpacia, which is located near Count Pacula's castle (although he and Count Pacula do not get along). He was originally a Pac-Person and a quack scientist until he was shunned by villagers and
sacrificed his body for experiments. He made a deal with and taught Pac-Man and his friends to his castle to transfer his brain inside Pac's body and Pac's brain into his jar. Dr. Pacentstein crosses The Betrayal and begins to devastate himself to be by Pac-Man (in count Pacula's body). After Pac's brain is returned to his body, Dr. Pacenstein's brain lies in a snail's body. It's a
parody of Victor Frankenstein. Eeghost is a silent white ghost in a hood. It's Dr. Pacenstein's sidekick. Eeghost is a parody of Igor. The limbs are Dr. Pacenstein's hands and feet that seem to have received their minds after Dr. Pacenstein sacrificed his body. They usually annoy him. Monsters Fluffy is a giant bark. Although it may seem sweet, when you make him angry, he will
turn into a very naughty monster. This Barodle has three heads like a Cerberus. When they are really cute, the central one has a soft side and sends good tickets to its victims. Pinky is usually the one who bribes Fluffy when Pac-Man needs to pass. Fuzbitz (lee Tockar) is the domestic monster of Sir Cumference. He has a Pac-like appetite. When angry, he transforms into a fiercer
version of himself. Despite this ability, Betrayus and Dr. Buttocks think it was useless when Fuzbitz lived in the Netherlands. He now lives with Sir Cumference in his lab after having proved he is too much for Pac-man and his friends to handle. Sometimes it annoys Grinder. Gargoyles are large heavy blue monsters with three eyes and small wings. Snails are used by Betrayus to
spy on Pac-World. Some have names. The Pac-Dragons are one-eyed red dragons living in the Netherlands. Stalkers are a medium-sized black monster with 2 legs, a long eel-like body and a multi-eyed face filled with sharp teeth. Despite its fierce appearance, it is actually quite wimpy. Venus Dragon Flytraps are large carnivorous plants indigenous to the Underworld. Monobats
are a race of one-eyed bats. Stone Temple Guardians are giant statues that serve as guardians of a slime-filled temple. Pacosaurus refers to a type of ancient dinosaur that originally roamed Pac-World, appearing in Jurassic Pac and Cave Pac-Man. Were-Pac Flea is a flea from the Netherlands made by Dr. Buttocks. He was given the ability to transform Pac-People, Ghosts, or
Pac-Wolves into Were-Pacs (the Pac-People version of werewolves). The effects will fade when he leaves his host. He appears only in The Shadow of the Were-Pac where he tries to turn all the Pac-People into Were-Pacs including Pac-Man and his friends. Space Worm is a giant worm that lives in space and has the ability to send victims to other dimensions. Pac-Man's first
encounter with it had him transported into the future, which turned out to be a dream. He made a cameo appearance in Cap'n Banshee and his Interstellar Buccaneers. Buttocks later attempted to use his powers to his advantage and sent Pac-Man to a alternative of Pac-World, but proved too powerful. Pac-Man later returns from the alternate dimension and dismisses her from
Pac-World. Hugefoot is a monster with a huge foot. It turns out that that a female and falls in love with Pac-Man. Chocolate bunnies appear on Easter Egg Island and are scientists and travelers who are transformed into those chocolate-flavored beasts and are controlled by the Easter Pac-Peep. Cyli and his family (and Betrayus) were later turned into chocolate bunnies while
finding betrayus ghosts, but were eventually returned to normal by Pac-Man, with the exception of Betrayus. Were-Pacs are Pac-Worlds versions of werewolves that appear in The Shadow of Were-Pac (which are actually Pac-People transformed into Were-Pacs by the Flea Were-Pac) and Pac's Very Scary Halloween. Pac-Mammoths are creatures that originally roamed PacWorld such as Pacosaurus. Pac-Mammoth made a cameo appearance on Pac's Very Scary Halloween while appearing primarily in the video game Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures 2. Main article episodes: List of Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures episodes Season Episodes Original airdates First aird Last airdates aired on June 1 26, 15, 2013 November 9, 2013 2 pm
June 9, 2014 (2014-06-09) December 2, 2014 3 13 May 18, 2015 (2015-05-18) May 29, 2015 (2015-05-29) Crew Avi Arad – Developer &amp; Executive Producer Sean Catherine Derek – Story Editor David Earl – Storyboard Artist Tetsuya Ishii – Lead Character Designer Terry Klassen – Voice Director (ep. 3–present) Masashi Kobayashi – Line Producer Tatsuro Maruyama – Art
Director Masafumi Mima – Sound Director Tom Ruegger – Developer, Writer Paul Rugg – Developer, Writer Kris Zimmerman – Voice Director (ep. 1–2) Australian DVD releases There have been two DVD releases in Australia. These were released in Australia on October 2, 2013. [quote required] Current releases in Australia are: Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: The
Adventure Begins, the first DVD version containing the first 6 episodes Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: Pac to the Future, which contains a further 6 episodes. Releases in North America on January 7, 2014,[40] in North America, were four DVD releases. The Adventure Begins DVD contains only the first episode, while the other three DVDs contain four episodes each: PacMan and the Ghostly Adventures: Pac is Back (initially exclusive to Walmart[necessary citation] then released on June 24 on Amazon[41]) includes the first four episodes[necessary quote] Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: All You Can Eat[42] contains the following four episodes[quote needed] Pac-Man and Ghostly Adventures : All You Can Eat[42] contains the following four
episodes[necessary quote] Pac-Man and Ghostly Adventures: All You Can Eat[42] contains the following four episodes[quote required] Pac-Man and Ghostly Adventures: All You Can Eat[42] contains the following four episodes[quote required] Pac-Man and Ghostly All You Can Eat[42] contains the following four episodes[quote required] Pac-Man and Ghostly Adventures: All You
Can Eat[42] contains the following four episodes[quote required] Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: All You Can Eat[42] contains the following four episodes[quote needed] Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: All You Can Eat[42] contains the following four episodes[ quote required] Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures : All You Can Eat[42] contains the following four
episodes[quote required] Pac : Let The Games Begin (exclusively for Target) contains the four episodes following Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: Ghost Patrol was released in North America on March 18, 2014. Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: A Berry Scary Night was released in North America on September 16, 2014. [quote required] Exclusive Redbox Two
additional DVDs each with three episodes, were released exclusively for pac-man and ghostly adventures: Indiana Pac and the Temple of Slime [quote needed] Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: Mission Impacable! [quote required] Another DVD titled Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: Pac To The Future was released exclusively on Redbox Canada. Other Jurassic Pac
was released on June 2, 2015. Movie 4-Pac was released on December 9, 2014 Collection was released on November 4, 2014[45] 8-Pac was released November 3, 2015 Video games Several video games based on the show were developed. An endless runner for iOS and Android called Pac-Man Dash! he was released in July 2013. This is also hosted for free in Canada[46] on
the CHRGD website. In 2017 Bandai Namco Entertainment decided to stop Pac-Man Dash! and permanently remove it from the Apple Store and Android market. A 3D platformer of the same name as the TV series was released for The Wii U, PlayStation 3, Xbox 360 and Windows PC in late 2013, accompanied by a 2D platformer for Nintendo 3DS shortly thereafter. A sequel was
released in October 2014. Characters from the show also appeared on the PlayStation 3, Xbox 360 and Windows PC compilations, titled Pac-Man Museum. Release Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures debuted on June 15, 2013 on Disney XD USA and march 17, 2014 on Disney XD Canada. He moved to Family Chrgd on October 9, 2015. In the Philippines, it aired on the
Disney Channel on March 3 and ended on October 30, 2014, to give way to Monstober's special programming. It returned to air on March 2, 2015. On May 7, 2019, more than a month after KidsClick ended, Discovery Family premiered the series on November 16, 2019 as part of a distribution agreement with 41 Entertainment. [49] Reception This section is empty. You can help by
adding to it. (September 2020) References ^ Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: Season 3. RogersOnDemand.Com. Originally archived June 7, 2015. Ep 3 Nerd is the word on air on 20/05/15Ep 2 The Ghost Behind the Throne aired on 05/12/15Ep 1 Peace Without Slime Airing on 05/06/15 ^ Pac-Man. CHRGD.ca. ^ January 31, 2015. MXTV.jp. Originally published february 4,
2015. 6:3挙でネ #40組サ0 p忙.m. ^ Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures (OAD: 15/06/2013) - Zap2it TV Listings. Tvlistings.zap2it.com. 2013-06-15. Archived from the original on 2013-10-04. Recovered 2013-10-14. ^ Crump, William D. (2019). Happy Holidays- Animated! A Worldwide Encyclopedia of Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and New Year's Cartoons on Television and
Film. McFarland &amp; Co. pp. 231–232. ISBN 9781476672939. ^ Pac-Man returned to television in 2013, and is bringing friends. Kotaku.com. 2012-02-29. Recovered 2012-11-26. ^ ^ ^ Langshaw, Mark (2013-07-21). Pac-Man's revival gets its release date. Digital spy. Archived from the original on 2020-05-21. Recovered 2020-05-21. ^ Cap'n Banshee and his Interstellar
Buccaneers. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. 9 minutes later. Inky We would be stuck hanging from Betrayus 247! Clyde yes, twenty-four seven three and sixty-five for eternity! ^ 41 Entertainment - Our Product. 41e.tv. Recovered 2013-10-14. ^ a b Rip Van Packle. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. ^ Everything you eat. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. 10 minutes later.
PacOpolis-Wide Food Shortage (in the new television broadcast) ^ Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures. Episode 6. ^ New girl in town. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. ^ Butt-ler. Spooka-Bazooka!. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. Maybe this time you will even be able to locate the repository, keeping our body bodies. ^ Pac-Man. Odd's magician. Pac-Man and the Ghosts
Adventures. Five minutes. Uh.. Buzbitz and Pac-Man.. PAC in brief. (responding to Little Red Riding Helmet asking -who are you-) ^ a b c d e f g h i j k The adventure begins: part 1. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. Season 1. Episode 1. 22 minutes in. ^ a b c 41 Entertainment - Our product. Accessed October 13, 2014. Along with his friends Cyli and Spiral, Pac and his gems face
the problems of being teenagers ^ a b c d and The Spectre Behind the Throne. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. ^ Rip Van Packle. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. Season 2. You're not forgetting something.. I meant my birthday! (Spiral claims to have taken a cake) ^ The Spy Who Slimed Me. Pac-World. ^ It looks like the old days. Pac-World. ^ How clever!. Pac-World. ^ Zit
You Or Is Zit Me?. Pac-World. ^ Cap'n Banshee and his Interstellar Buccaneers. Pac-World. 15 minutes later. Cylindria: It doesn't look evil to me. Pinky: I hate to agree with whoever's name is Silly, but that cow seems pretty tame to me. ^ Pac-Mania. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. Only my mother calls me Spiralton. ^ Inky. Invasion of the Pointy Heads. Pac-Man and ghostly
adventures. ^ Inky. The ghost behind the throne. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. 16 minutes later. I can handle that expense. (disagreeing with Pinky about the priority of what Pac cares about to get their bodies back) ^ Characters. CHRGD.ca. Pinky: Another villain, but not really bad. [permanent dead link] ^ Pac-Man Characters Disney Australia Disney XD. Pinky has a crush
on Pac-Man and is easily angry, especially when Cylindria gets in the way of her affection for Pac-Man. ^ Little finger. The ghost behind the throne. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. 15 minutes later. I want my body back as much as the next but not at the expense of all that my pac-ums pac-ums Dear. ^ The spy who lost my weight. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. 16 minutes
later. Pac: I have an idea, but it's a little sneaky. Inky: Ah, well Sneaky's our middle name. Clyde: My Filbert. ^ Spheros, Betrayus. Invasion of the Pointy Heads. Pac-World. 4 minutes later. Oh, sneaky is my middle name! In fact, his Sneakerus, close enough, lets you talk. ^ The shadow of were-pac. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. ^ Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. Episode 1.
Seven minutes. Spiral: -Skeebo, has Cylindria. You have to save her!- Skeebo: -You're out of your mind!- Spiral -But shes your constant girlfriend.- Skeebo: We just broke up!- ^ Ian James Corlett on Twitter: @MikeDeanManley yessir! ' It was me!! I loved being that character!. October 21, 2014. Retrieved October 22, 2014. ^ No pet allowed. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures.
Episode 3. 9 minutes later. Oh, it was before I, Dr. A. H. Buttocks, the greatest scientist that ever existed, created the Mutant Monster Multiplier. ^ The spy who lost my weight. Pac-Man and ghostly adventures. ^ Arad, Avi (2014-01-07), PAC-MAN and the Ghostly Adventures - THE ADVENTURE BEGINS, Phase 4 Films, recovered 2016-04-24 ^ Sakakibara, Moto (2014-06-24),
Pac-Man &amp; The Ghostly Adventures - Pac Is Back, Phase 4 Films, recovered 2016-04-24 ^ Amazon.com: PAC-MAN and the Ghostly Adventures - THE ADVENTURE BEGINS: Ashleigh Ball, Andrea Libman, Tabitha St. Germain, Avi Arad: Movies &amp; TV. Accessed December 30, 2016. ^ Lambert, David (January 17, 2015). Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures - Hot on
the Heels of 2 DVDs, 'Ghost Patrol!' is announced. Originally seen March 4, 2016. Volume 1 and Volume 2 were released on 7 January; in March we get VolumeAfter (pretty quietly!) releasing the first two DVD volumes a week and a half ago, Phase 4/Kaboom! tells us that they are following quickly with a March 18 DVD of Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures - Vol. ^ Sakakibara,
Moto (2015-06-02), Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: Jurassic Pac, Entertainment One, recovered 2016-04-24 ^ Sakakibara, Moto (2014-11-04), Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures: Collection, Phase 4 Films, recovered 2016-04-24 ^ permanent dead link] ^ permanent dead link] ^ Albert, Jared (October 15, 2019). Discovery Family - NOVEMBER 2019 PROGRAMMING
HIGHLIGHTS (PDF). Discovery Press Web. ^ External Links Official production website Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures (anime) at anime encyclopedia Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures by Anime News Network on IMDb Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures at the Big Cartoon DataBase Pac-Man and the Ghostly Adventures at Behind the Voice Actors Japanese site
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